The Torture Letters
Reckoning with Police Violence
Laurence Ralph
“[A] deeply caring work . . . An essential primer on the roots of police violence.”—Publishers Weekly
“Devastatingly powerful. . . . Through his impassioned open letters to victims, city officials, students of color, and others, Ralph brilliantly exposes the relationship between torture and racism in the United States through the horrific stories of those devastated by police violence . . . A necessary and important addition to the literature that measures the cost—both economic, and more importantly, human—of police violence.”—Henry Louis Gates, Jr., author of Stony the Road: Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise of Jim Crow
2019 248 p. 6 x 9

The Origins of the Dual City
Housing, Race, and Redevelopment in Twentieth-Century Chicago
Joel Rast
“In this carefully argued and impressively researched book, Rast opens a new vista on how the recent evolution of American cities connects to fundamental perceptions of social inequality, government/private sector interaction, and urban form.”
—Larry Bennett, author of The Third City: Chicago and American Urbanism
2019 352 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones

The World Is Always Coming to an End
Pulling Together and Apart in a Chicago Neighborhood
Carlo Rotella
“An ambitious analysis of a singular neighborhood that in some ways serves as a microcosm for all urban neighborhoods. . . . The author offers a nuanced narrative, partly personal and partly sociological, that keeps circling back to the same important truths about race, class, community, poverty, and crime. A thought-provoking deep dive into a neighborhood that remains in perpetual transition.”—Kirkus
“A rich, incisive portrait of social change in Chicago’s iconic South Shore neighborhood. . . . Valuable urban history with the soul of a memoir.”
—Omar M. McRoberts, author of Streets of Glory
Chicago Visions and Revisions
2019 320 p. 6 x 9 2 halftones, 1 map
3 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-62403-7 $27.50 Your Price: $22.00

Newcomers
Gentrification and Its Discontents
Matthew L. Schuerman
“Finally, a thoughtful and nuanced book about gentrification, a rare feat that Schuerman accomplishes through old-fashioned shoe leather reporting. Newcomers is provocative and important, with the potential to reshape how we think about a polarizing topic essential to anyone who cares about our cities.”
—Gary Rivlin, author of Katrina: After the Flood
2018 320 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones
4 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-47626-1 $30.00 Your Price: $24.00
The Patchwork City
*Class, Space, and Politics in Metro Manila*
Marco Z. Garrido

“Making an important contribution to the study of cities and social class, this fascinating account of Manila illuminates how spatial boundaries and social barriers both link and separate the experiences, dispositions, and behavior of the middle class and the urban poor. Beautifully crafted, *The Patchwork City* incisively connects structure and meaning to illuminate the breakdown of cross-class links and account for the disenchantment with democracy.”
—Ira Katznelson, Columbia University

2019 288 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones, 3 line drawings, 16 tables

New Edition

Mama Might Be Better Off Dead
*The Failure of Health Care in Urban America*
Laurie Kaye Abraham

With a New Foreword by David A. Ansell, MD

“This personally observed, lucid chronicle and call for reform of our ailing health system covers all levels of responsibility in the medical establishment.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Abraham has done prodigious research, and her grasp of the [Banes] family’s dizzying ride is formidable. . . . A powerful indictment of the big business of medicine.”—Los Angeles Times

“Abraham doesn’t pretend to have the answers—but she illuminates the problems with passion and skill.”—Kirkus

1984, 2019 304 p. 6 x 9

Remembering Emmett Till
Dave Tell

2019 312 p. 6 x 9 26 halftones, 1 line drawing
7 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-55953-7 $25.00 Your Price: $20.00

The Browning of the New South
*Jennifer A. Jones*

“This provocative book upends the conventional wisdom about relationships between Latinos and African-Americans. Jones shows in vivid detail how shared experiences of hostility from the white majority generate new forms of solidarity and organization. *The Browning of the New South* has important implications for the future of American politics and scholarly understandings of cross-ethnic coalitions.”
—David FitzGerald, coauthor of *Culling the Masses: The Democratic Origins of Racist Immigration Policy in the Americas*

2019 336 p. 6 x 9 7 halftones, 1 table

New Edition

The City
*Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Burgess*

With a New Foreword by Robert J. Sampson

First published in 1925, *The City* is a trailblazing text in urban history, urban sociology, and urban studies. Its innovative combination of ethnographic observation and social science theory epitomized the Chicago school of sociology.

Praise for a previous edition:

“It is a classic which remains relevant largely because it poses questions still unresolved.”—Choice

“One is still impressed by the relevance of certain chapters, particularly the way in which urban problems are descriptively yet perceptively presented, a relevance that applies to the problems as much as their academic study.”—Urban Studies

Heritage of Sociology Series

1925, 2019 256 p. 5/1/2 x 81/2
Citizen Brown
Race, Democracy, and Inequality in the St. Louis Suburbs
Colin Gordon
“Citizen Brown arrives at a propitious moment, when many Americans are still trying to make sense of how and why one of the most explosive incidents in American race relations—the 2014 killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri—occurred not in a center city, where so many of the nation’s best-known racial dramas have played out over the last fifty years, but in a suburb. . . . Citizen Brown is a pioneering foray into a larger, more complicated consideration of the recent history of race relations in American suburbs.”—Mark Krasovic, author of The Newark Frontier
2019 216 p. 6 x 9 46 halftones
10 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-64748-7 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00

Going All City
Struggle and Survival in LA’s Graffiti Subculture
Stefano Bloch
“A cutting-edge geographical exploration of under-examined Los Angeles landscapes, this poignant, insightful book is unique within graffiti scholarship and expansive in our understanding of the city. Depicting the pain of a childhood spent in poverty, the ambiguity of race, and the subjective experience of policing and gangs, this is the remarkable story of just one of thousands of young people who have found power in the clandestine practice of graffiti.”—Susan Phillips, author of The City Beneath: A Century of Los Angeles Graffiti
2019 240 p. 6 x 9 19 halftones

Ghosts in the Schoolyard
Racism and School Closings on Chicago’s South Side
Eve L. Ewing
“Mixing history, sociology, and even memoir, Ghosts in the Schoolyard is an important addition to any conversation about the future of public schools and those they were designed to serve.”—Ta-Nehisi Coates
“An engaging, critical, and accessible analysis of the Chicago Public School closings. . . . A rare and urgent text that should be read by scholars, parents, teachers, and students alike.”—Marc Lamont Hill, author of Nobody: Casualties of America’s War on the Vulnerable, from Ferguson to Flint and Beyond
2018 240 p. 6 x 9 4 halftones, 1 map, 5 tables

Human Targets
Schools, Police, and the Criminalization of Latino Youth
Victor M. Rios
“Rios shows how gang-associated Latino youth, often written off as a ‘lost generation,’ contain multitudes of identities and brim over with promise. But broken schools and justice systems far too often blunt these children’s potential and contribute to casting them on the wrong path. . . . A must-read.”—Matthew Desmond, author of Evicted
2017 224 p. 6 x 9 12 halftones, 12 line drawings

Lovable Racists, Magical Negroes, and White Messiahs
David Ikard
“A poignant, provocative, and well-written study of the gentrification that threatens to fundamentally alter so many of the nation’s urban black ghettos. . . . A major contribution to our knowledge of the city.”—Elijah Anderson
2017 160 p. 6 x 9
Now in Paperback

The Death Gap
How Inequality Kills
David A. Ansell, MD

“The Death Gap describes critical health inequalities in the United States, which are drawn from Ansell’s gripping first-person experiences as a leading practitioner operating in Chicago’s medical safety net. He reveals the profound inequalities, particularly racial inequalities, that generate tremendous differences in lifespan and well-being across neighborhoods, and he provides powerful patient anecdotes that provide a human face to otherwise abstract challenges.”

—Harold Pollack, University of Chicago

“Compelling. . . . Without providing easy answers, Ansell challenges readers to be aware of health disparities and to work toward equality.”

—Christian Century

2017 240 p. 6 x 9 23 halftones

Community Health Equity
A Chicago Reader
Edited by Fernando De Maio, Raj C. Shah, MD, John Mazzoco, and David A. Ansell, MD

“Community Health Equity is an exciting and important opportunity to present the whole story of Chicago’s long and deeply rooted history of structural inequities. The book exposes a city divided by power and racism, which impacts access to health care, causing gaps in public health outcomes throughout the last hundred years. . . . The target audience for Community Health Equity is wide and broad—after all, learning from the past can help shape and influence the future.”—Christina R. Welter, University of Illinois at Chicago

2019 400 p. 6 x 9 58 halftones, 55 tables
17 Paper ISBN: 978-0-226-61462-5 $45.00 Your Price: $36.00

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book format. See back cover.

Now in Paperback

Players and Pawns
How Chess Builds Community and Culture
Gary Alan Fine

“Fine demonstrates above all that chess is not an individualized activity, but rather a communal one. The logic of chess is not impersonal, but embodied and social. It is not merely a game, but an important part of the way that many people make their lives together. . . . A significant and masterful achievement.”—Mark Jacobs, George Mason University

“Even those for whom chess has always seemed a bizarre mixture of obsession, paranoia, and sublime mastery will see it revealed as a wondrously diverse landscape of contrasting temperaments, climates, and folkways.”—Times Higher Education

2015 288 p. 6 x 9 4 halftones
**Soviet Signoras**  
**Personal and Collective Transformations in Eastern European Migration**  
**Martina Cvajner**

“Cvajner has written an exquisite microsociology of the immigrant experience. Deeply sensitive to the inner lives of her post-Soviet subjects, she deftly portrays the interactional pressures they face and the opportunities they make the best of, tracing how they made new selves and became new women, sometimes in shockingly provocative ways. An extraordinary sociological study.”—Jeffrey Alexander, author of *What Makes a Social Crisis?*

Fieldwork Encounters and Discoveries  
2019 272 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone, 1 table  

**Equestrian Cultures**  
**Horses, Human Society, and the Discourse of Modernity**  
**Edited by Kristen Guest and Monica Mattfeld**

“The varied and richly nuanced essays in *Equestrian Cultures* explore the horse’s instrumental role in constructing modernity and navigating its social, political, economic and symbolic dimensions. . . . The horse’s presence in, and influence on, discourses and technologies of modernity is given innovative and theoretically grounded analysis that gives us an important new set of insights into the horse’s multiple and endlessly malleable nature. . . . *Equestrian Cultures* will deepen and complicate current scholarship by restoring the animal presence at the heart of human historical change.”—Karen Raber, University of Mississippi

Animal Lives  
2019 288 p. 6 x 9 20 halftones, 1 table  

**Evidence of Being**  
**The Black Gay Cultural Renaissance and the Politics of Violence**  
**Darius Bost**

“There is no book that provides a more comprehensive history of black gay male activism and cultural production in the seventies and eighties than this one.”—Roderick Ferguson, author of *Aberrations in Black*

“Recommended . . . Bost analyzes a renaissance of writing that sparked in these years [1978-1995] a second Harlem Renaissance, although one whose contributors were more openly gay. . . . They wrote to find a way to be, to survive, in the present and the future, if only as literary archive. Bost argues the power of cultural production that sustained ‘black gay men amid the ubiquitous forms of violence that targeted them.’”—Choice

2019 192 p. 6 x 9 9 halftones  

**Tight Knit**  
**Global Families and the Social Life of Fast Fashion**  
**Elizabeth L. Krause**

“In this gut-wrenching ethnography of the ‘Made in Italy’ label, Krause travels along the underground routes of the global fashion industry, where not only garments circulate, but also Chinese migrant laborers, their families, and their children, whose precarious claims to Italian citizenship expose the crisis of belonging in the New Europe. *Tight Knit* is what an anthropology of global capital ought to look like.”—Lilith Mahmud, author of *The Brotherhood of Freemason Sisters*

2018 304 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones, 2 maps  

**Pathways of Desire**  
**The Sexual Migration of Mexican Gay Men**  
**Héctor Carrillo**

“In this gut-wrenching ethnography of the ‘Made in Italy’ label, Krause travels along the underground routes of the global fashion industry, where not only garments circulate, but also Chinese migrant laborers, their families, and their children, whose precarious claims to Italian citizenship expose the crisis of belonging in the New Europe. *Tight Knit* is what an anthropology of global capital ought to look like.”—Lilith Mahmud, author of *The Brotherhood of Freemason Sisters*

2017 352 p. 6 x 9 3 halftones, 3 line drawings  

**Sign up now for email notification of new releases by subject at:**  
No in Paperback

**Back to Black**

*Black Radicalism for the 21st Century*

Kehinde Andrews

“[This] new survey of western black radical thought is lucid, fluent and compelling. . . . Andrews’s attacks on western black radicalism make for highly readable blows. . . . You might not agree with Andrews, but we need him.” — *Guardian*

“Andrews takes the concepts that underpin so much of our woolly, contemporary talk about blackness, structural racism, pan-Africanism and—most of all—radicalism, and does the hard, essential work of reinserting meaning and critique into the debate. An unflinching and authentic contribution.”

—Afua Hirsch, author of *Brit(ish): On Race, Identity and Belonging*

*Distributed for Zed Books*

360 p. 5 x 7/8


**Keepin’ It Real**

*Essays on Race in Contemporary America*

Elwood David Watson

*Keepin’ It Real* presents a wide-ranging group of essays that take on key aspects of the current landscape surrounding racial issues in America, including the place of the Obamas, the rise of the alt-right and White nationalism, Donald Trump, Colin Kaepernick and the backlash against his protests, Black Lives Matter, sexual politics in the black community, and much more. America’s racial problems aren’t going away any time soon. *Keepin’ It Real* will serve as a marker of the arguments we’re having right now, and an argument for the changes we need to make to become the better nation we’ve long imagined ourselves to be.

*Distributed for Intellect Ltd*

2019 140 p. 6 x 9


**Hinterland**

*America’s New Landscape of Class and Conflict*

Phil A. Neel

“Imagine Patrick Leigh Fermor and Karl Marx on a road trip through the hubs and corridors, empty rural tracts and dreary outer suburbs of rust-belt America in search of a central authority to whom one could lodge a complaint, and find no one home. . . . Neel takes us on a breathless tour of ‘economic geography’. . . All the while asking where, under capitalism, the United States and the world is going. Ambitious, polemical, brilliant, this book reminds us of the very urgency of his question.” — Arlie Hochschild, author of *Strangers in Their Own Land*

*Field Notes*

*Distributed for Reaktion Books*

2018 192 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

28 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-78023-902-6 $20.00 NSA Your Price: $16.00

**The Emotions of Protest**

James M. Jasper

“A definitive, systematic book that explores emotions in politics and in social action writ large . . . Outstanding.” — *Choice*

“Jasper has been a pioneer in the field of emotions in protest, and this book is the crowning achievement of his work.” — Linus Owens, Middlebury College

2018 304 p. 6 x 9 4 tables


**White Privilege**

*The Myth of a Post-Racial Society*

Kalwant Bhopal

*White Privilege* draws on social science research and political and economic analysis to show how people from black and minority backgrounds are continually positioned as outsiders. . . . Bhopal argues that the structural advantages of whiteness are widespread, and that dismantling them will require both honesty and determination.

*Distributed for Policy Press*

2018 176 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Brokkered Subjects
Sex, Trafficking, and the Politics of Freedom
Elizabeth Bernstein
“A whip-smart, razor-sharp analysis of the neoliberal con game behind the global anti–sex trafficking juggernaut. The nuanced ethnography and sophisticated theorizations extend Bernstein’s brilliant ground-breaking critiques of the discourse of sex trafficking and the emergence of carceral feminism. A game-changing must-read for feminists, scholars, and activists alike.”—Lisa Duggan, New York University

“The diversity of children’s sexual agency flowers in this book—strangely under the force of fear. Impeccably researched, evincing insight at every turn, The Fear of Child Sexuality is a wild and stunning ride.”—Kathryn Bond Stockton, University of Utah

2018 304 p. 6 x 9 31 halftones

The Book of Minor Perverts
Sexology, Etiology, and the Emergences of Sexuality
Benjamin Kahan
“The loaded theories of sexuality’s origin get a much-needed historical look-see in Kahan’s valuable, thought provoking book.”—Jonathan Ned Katz, author of The Invention of Heterosexuality

“Encyclopedic references to scholars and sources ranging from the seventeenth century to the present day make this highly theoretical yet very readable book nothing short of fascinating.”—Choice

2019 240 p. 6 x 9

Snobbery
David Morgan
“A delicious literary feast of research evidence, amusing anecdotes, personal reflection, and clever argument. . . . A great and highly enjoyable read.”—Diane Reay, University of Cambridge

Distributed for Policy Press
176 p. 5 x 7 1/4
33 Paper ISBN: 978-1-4473-4034-8 $22.00 NSA Your Price: $17.60

The Fear of Child Sexuality
Young People, Sex, and Agency
Steven Angelides
“An impressive, fearless account of how, in states of panic, we take sexual agency from adolescents. . . . This is transformational scholarship on the pleasures and dangers of teenage desire.”—Elizabeth Wilson, Emory University

2019 272 p. 6 x 9

Feminism
A Brief Introduction to the Ideas, Debates, and Politics of the Movement
Deborah Cameron
“Enlightening, generous, and lucid, Cameron’s take on feminism is an excellent basic introduction that can also serve as a solid refresher course. . . . Cameron weaves together political, philosophical, social, and activist accounts to craft an impressively succinct and accessible history of what feminism is and why it matters. Pointing to some of the stickiest issues within feminism that are virtually always excluded from mainstream accounts . . . Cameron toggles between perspectives in a way that clarifies rather than confounds.”—Rebecca M. Jordan-Young, Barnard College

2019 144 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Mobile Orientations
An Intimate Autoethnography of Migration, Sex Work, and Humanitarian Borders
Nicola Mai
2018 256 p. 6 x 9 18 halftones
Beyond Betrayal
The Priest Sex Abuse Crisis, the Voice of the Faithful, and the Process of Collective Identity
Patricia Ewick and Marc W. Steinberg

“Beyond Betrayal is a tight, well-argued book that packs a theoretical wallop alongside vivid case material from an intensive, multiyear study of a local organization engaging an issue of urgent social concern. Ewick and Steinberg challenge us to rethink our understanding of collective identity formation within social movements, while providing us with an intimate close-hand look at the reflexivity and cultural work involved in responding to betrayal and moral shock. In short, this is a moving, provocative, and important book.”—Ann Mische, University of Notre Dame

New Edition
The Rites of Passage
Arnold van Gennep
With a New Introduction by David I. Kertzer

This landmark book explores how the life of an individual in any society can be understood as a succession of transitions: birth, puberty, marriage, parenthood, old age, and, finally, death. This new edition of his work demonstrates how we can still make use of its enduring critical tools to understand our own social, religious, and political worlds, and even our personal and professional lives.

Redefining Success in America
A New Theory of Happiness and Human Development
Michael Kaufman

“In Days of Awe, Atalia Omer offers a brilliant analysis of the religious as well as political stakes in American Jewish activism on behalf of Palestinians. As a participant/observer and an Israeli living in the United States, Omer combines personal reflections with an ethnographic frame and sophisticated theoretical analysis to explore the way one non-Zionist religious community grapples with its deep commitment to Jewish life and its equally profound devotion to a Jewishly informed critique of injustice. Omer shows that what is at stake is not simply political, but a re-fashioning of Jewishness itself. . . . A significant contribution to an often overly simplified and politically charged debate in American Jewry.”—Shaul Magid, Indiana University

Inward
Vipassana Meditation and the Embodiment of the Self
Michal Pagis

“Pagis deftly draws readers into the world of contemporary vipasanna meditation, and in so doing shows us how fruitful—and important—sociological attention to the varied social practices that retool the relations of self and other, private and public, visible and invisible, can be. Inward is a beautifully rendered ethnography with important implications for the study of the body and self-making.”—Courtney Bender, Columbia University

“Pagis depicts meditation in a secular age, not as religion but as bodies among bodies giving each other space to repair the inroads of too much social self.”—Randall Collins, University of Pennsylvania
The Adjunct Underclass
How America’s Colleges Betrayed Their Faculty, Their Students, and Their Mission
Herb Childress
“A heartbreaking indictment of American higher education.”—Wall Street Journal
“The Adjunct Underclass is a competent guide to academia, deconstructing and unpacking confusing jargon, interrogating the problems of faculty contingency, and urging us to center values that will guide us toward fairer treatment of faculty. The book drives the conversation about the exploitation of academic labor forward in a meaningful and accessible way.”—Science
2019 208 p. 6 x 9 1 halftone, 23 tables
Your Price: $19.20

Why Learn History (When It’s Already on Your Phone)
Sam Wineburg
“A sobering and urgent report from the leading expert on how American history is taught in the nation’s schools. Wineburg offers a set of timely and elegant essays on everything from the nuttiness of standardized testing regimes to the problems kids have, in the age of the Internet, in knowing what’s true, and what’s not—problems that teachers have, too, along with everyone else. A bracing, edifying, and vital book.”—Jill Lepore
2018 240 p. 6 x 9 10 halftones
Your Price: $16.00

Education in a New Society
Renewing the Sociology of Education
Edited by Jal Mehta and Scott Davies
2018 464 p. 6 x 9 9 halftones, 5 tables
Your Price: $28.00

Now in Paperback
The Diversity Bargain
And Other Dilemmas of Race, Admissions, and Meritocracy at Elite Universities
Natasha K. Warikoo
“Offers a fresh and incisive perspective on one of the most heated and enduring social justice issues of the twenty-first-century.”—Teachers College Record
“Warikoo acknowledges that elite institutions of higher education commit resources to diversifying their student bodies, yet fall short of their goals with respect to race and class. . . . A sophisticated contribution unobtrusively informed by current theory and distinguished by substantial field research at Brown, Harvard, and Oxford. Highly recommended.”—Choice
“The Diversity Bargain illuminates just how much diversity has been commodified particularly among the elite, for whom good taste entails an eclectic palate.”—Atlantic
2016 320 p. 6 x 9 8 tables
Your Price: $15.20

A Perfect Mess
The Unlikely Ascendancy of American Higher Education
David F. Labaree
“This book will be of interest to anyone concerned with the state of higher education in the United States—especially to those who are open to seeing the usual opinions strongly challenged. In fluid prose Labaree presents new and compelling insights into the dynamics behind the success of the American system—or non-system—of higher education, several of which will be sure to raise eyebrows and prompt debate.”—Paul Reitter, coeditor of The Rise of the Research University?
“A course in American higher-ed history that you can hold in your hand.”—Chronicle of Higher Education
2017 240 p. 6 x 9 1 table
Your Price: $14.40

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book format. See back cover.
**Creativity on Demand**
The Dilemmas of Innovation in an Accelerated Age  
Eitan Y. Wilf

“Attentive, engaging, and highly innovative, *Creativity on Demand* brings an acute ethnographic sensibility to bear on the making of the ‘new’ in contemporary corporate life, showing us, in the process, how anthropology can help us better understand our present-day condition.”—Don Brenneis, University of California, Santa Cruz

2019 240 p. 6 x 9 6 halftones  

**The Culture of Feedback**
Ecological Thinking in Seventies America  
Daniel Belgrad

“This book is a glittering kaleidoscope, spinning through cybernetic theory, ecofeminism, the music of Brian Eno, and the songs of whales. As important as it is fun, *The Culture of Feedback* shows us how science and American culture shaped each other in the 1970s and, in the process, shaped our lives today.”—Fred Turner, author of *From Counterculture to Cyberculture*

2019 264 p. 6 x 9 8 color plates, 13 halftones  

**Inside Science**
Stories from the Field in Human and Animal Science  
Robert E. Kohler

“Kohler treats his readers to a thought-provoking study of situated knowledge in the making in this brilliant deliberation on the power of context in the history of anthropology, sociology, primatology, and wildlife ecology. Kohler elegantly combines compelling biographical accounts . . . with incisive analyses of a scientific tradition that is far more important than is usually recognized.”—Bernard Lightman, York University

2019 264 p. 6 x 9  
49 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-61798-5 $35.00 Your Price: $28.00

**On the Heels of Ignorance**
Psychiatry and the Politics of Not Knowing  
Owen Whooley

“Essential reading for anyone interested in psychiatry’s past fortunes and future prospects. Whooley gives us an arresting interpretation of American psychiatry’s history, challenges, and resiliency, from its origins in the nineteenth-century asylum to its recent embrace of neuroscience. In boldly conceived episodes, Whooley deftly shows how psychiatrists repeatedly and optimistically reinvented their discipline when faced with professional crises.”—Elizabeth Lunbeck, author of *The Americanization of Narcissism*

2019 304 p. 6 x 9 2 halftones  

**Mobilizing Mutations**
Human Genetics in the Age of Patient Advocacy  
Daniel Navon

“A brilliant insight in the cutting edge of genomics. Navon expertly reveals how genetic knowledge changes our identities, biologies, and diseases and, vice versa, how social action allows some genetic mutations to define who we are while others languish in medical journals. The genomic revolution is a social revolution.”—Stefan Timmermans, University of California, Los Angeles

“With an engaging and persuasive style, Navon sheds new light on the profound impact of genetic diagnoses on individuals, families, advocacy groups, and society as a whole.”—Brenda M. Finucane, Geisinger Autism & Developmental Medicine Institute

2019 384 p. 6 x 9 11 halftones, 3 tables  
51 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-63809-6 $40.00 Your Price: $32.00

**Making Trouble**
Surrealism and the Human Sciences  
Derek Sayer

Distributed for Prickly Paradigm Press

2017 95 p. 41/2 x 7  
New Edition

**Just Words**

*Law, Language, and Power, Third Edition*

John M. Conley, William M. O’Barr, and Robin Conley Riner

*On the first edition:*

“From their careful analyses of discourse in legal settings as diverse as rape trials and divorce mediations, Conley and O’Barr demonstrate convincingly that power relationships pervade legal process. *Just Words* is both an engaging introduction to the study of legal anthropology and a model for how such work should be done.”—Lawrence M. Solan, Brooklyn Law School

*Just Words* shows how questions of justice can be fruitfully explored through the field of linguistics. This third edition brings this essential text up to date with new chapters on nonverbal communication in legal settings and law, language, and race.

**Chicago Series in Law and Society**

1998, 2005, 2019 264 p. 6 x 9 1 line drawing


**Speaking for the Dying**

*Life-and-Death Decisions in Intensive Care*

Susan P. Shapiro

Seven in ten Americans over the age of age of sixty who require medical decisions in the final days of their life lack the capacity to make them. For many of us, our biggest, life-and-death decisions—literally—will therefore be made by someone else. *Speaking for the Dying* draws on daily observations over more than two years in two intensive care units in a diverse urban hospital. This book shines a bright light on a role few of us will escape and offers steps that patients and loved ones, health care providers, lawyers, and policymakers can undertake before it is too late.

**Chicago Series in Law and Society**

2019 368 p. 6 x 9 15 line drawings, 13 tables


**On the Outside**

*Prisoner Reentry and Reintegration*

David J. Harding, Jeffrey D. Morenoff, and Jessica J. B. Wyse

“The vast increase in the number of its citizens America incarcerates means that a huge number of people leave prison each year. *On the Outside* is a crucial analysis of how the truly disadvantaged people who enter prison fare in the three years after their release.”—Paula England, New York University

“In a powerful mixed-method analysis, *On the Outside* reframes the policy conversation around prisoner reentry, from recidivism to reintegration. This book should be read by all those interested in incarceration and its connections to poverty and racial inequality in America.”—Bruce Western, Columbia University

2019 304 p. 6 x 9 4 line drawings, 8 tables


**Law and Society in a Populist Age**

*Balancing Individual Rights and the Common Good*

Amitai Etzioni

“Ambitiously takes on a wide range of issues, from immigration and Brexit to private data collection and government surveillance, and explains why a liberal communitarian approach can help resolve seemingly unrepairable rifts. Etzioni’s call for respectful dialogue and his sensible compromise positions on hot-button topics should trigger long-overdue policy changes.”—Christopher Slobogin, Vanderbilt University

**Distributed for Bristol University Press**

2018 224 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

56 Cloth ISBN: 978-1-5292-0025-6 $34.95 NSA Your Price: $27.96

**Economics for Humans, Second Edition**

Julie A. Nelson

2018 224 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 1 line drawing

Thinking Through Statistics
John Levi Martin

“A fundamental commandment in statistics is ‘Researcher, know thy data.’ Martin takes this commandment seriously. In a set of nine information-rich chapters, he develops a persuasive argument that sociologists have relied too often on statisticians for guidance on how to develop and test empirical models.”—Choice

2018 400 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones, 56 line drawings, 25 tables

Thinking Through Methods
A Social Science Primer
John Levi Martin

“Thinking Through Methods combines a hard-nosed commitment to scholarly ideals with an endless array of provocative and clever things to say. This is a very creative work on sociological methods and there is enormous wisdom to be found in it.”—Jeremy Freese, Stanford University

2017 280 p. 6 x 9 3 line drawings, 2 tables

Evidence
Howard S. Becker

“Becker calls Evidence a book he’s been writing for the seventy years of his professional life as a distinguished social scientist and—dare one say?—philosopher. For, beyond being a handbook for doing—and understanding—research, this is a guide to seeking the truth of day-to-day lives. No social scientist, humanist, or philosopher could imagine a better time for its appearance given the rise of reckless demagogic claims for a ‘post-truth’ age and their disparagement not just of science but democracy and our shared humanity.”—Michael Joyce, author of Foucault, in Winter, in the Linnaeus Garden

2017 240 p. 6 x 9 1/2 x 8 1/2

The Sociology of Howard S. Becker
Theory with a Wide Horizon
Alain Pessin

“Part transatlantic dialogue, part paean to intellectual friendship, this volume is essential reading for anyone looking to understand the work of one of America’s greatest sociological craftsmen and, more broadly, sociology as a flexible science. Like the best of Becker’s work, this volume is a collective accomplishment, with Pessin aptly developing the standards provided by ‘Howie,’ and a dazzling overture solo by Kornblum. This book shows what it looks like to do theory without a capital t.”—Claudio Benzecry, Northwestern University

2017 144 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Revolution
Structure and Meaning in World History
Said Amir Arjomand

“A masterful synthesis of knowledge about revolutions in the ancient and medieval world. Written by one of the world’s leading scholars on the Iranian revolution, this book offers a wealth of insights on revolutions that do not rely on the modern revolutionary myth.”—Hans Joas, Humboldt University of Berlin

“It is a rare treat to find a book so ambitious in its aims. Arjomand’s scholarship is deep, his writing clear, and his analysis insightful. This bold, fascinating book is highly recommended to all scholars and students of revolution.”—George Lawson, author of Negotiated Revolutions

2019 400 p. 6 x 9 3 tables
62 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-02683-1 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00

Engineered to Sell
European Émigrés and the Making of Consumer Capitalism
Jan L. Logemann

In Engineered to Sell, Jan Logemann traces the transnational careers of consumer engineers in advertising, market research and commercial design who transformed capitalism from the 1930s through the 1960s. He argues that the history of marketing consumer goods is not a story of American exceptionalism. Instead, the careers of immigrants point to the limits of the ‘Americanization’ paradigm. By focusing on the transnational lives of émigré consumer researchers, marketers, and designers, Engineered to Sell details the processes of cultural translation and adaptation that mark both the mid-century transformation of American marketing and the subsequent European shift to ‘American’ consumer capitalism.

2019 352 p. 6 x 9 21 halftones, 1 table
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